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The Pirates Treasure
Falling in love with heroes emerging from books was supposed to
be the safe choice.The Coast of New England, 1725:Captain
Charles Seewell and his crew of pirates have just battled a
storm on the open ocean.New England, 2019:Librarian Treasure
Hayden has just escaped to the basement floor to avoid an
emotional battle with her ex.They are 304 years apart, until a
magical leather bound book transports the sea captain from his
ship to the library basement.Can Charles find the lost magical
book and return to his crew?Can Tress help him without risking
the heart she's painstakingly protected for years?And what
happens when they find the mysterious book and are both thrown
back into the past?Can they overcome their fears and choose
love, or will the book that brought them together tear them
apart--this time forever?
When pirates Captain Oliver and Rosie decide to try farming near
the town of Mousam they learn that the sayings about weather
that they used while at sea are equally useful on land.
A young Charleston boy finds clues to pirate Stede Bonnet's
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treasure but his search is complicated by a mysterious man who
seems to be following him around town.
The reader becomes caught up in the search for the "Onyx
Dragon," a treasure ship that sank mysteriously more than a
century before.
Search for Pirate Treasure
The Pirates' Treasure Chest (7 Gold Hunt Adventures & True Life
Stories of the Legendary Swashbucklers)
The Pirate Girl's Treasure
An Origami Adventure

"A cursed treasure chest transports Ethan and Dallin from their home in Los Angeles
onto a ship in the New World. Not just any ship, a merchant vessel turned renegade
pirate ship. Mistaken as thieves, the brothers must use their wits to navigate the dark
secrets of the ship and solve the mystery that turned Captain Black Bart into a wannabe
pirate. But even if they can save the pirates from themselves, can they unravel the curse
that brought them here and then get back home?"--Publisher's website.
A pirate girl travels through mountains, valleys, a cave and finally by sea to reach the
treasure her grandfather has hidden for her, in an imaginative adventure that lets the
reader recreate the story through an origami activity at the end.
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Splinter and Knothead visit their Uncle Woody and become involved in a search for
buried treasure.
'Pirate Treasure' examines the hunt for treasures lost or hidden by pirates, and examines
whether any of the legends of buried treasure could really be true. Part of the Treasure
Hunters series, 'Pirate Treasure' offers a crosscurricular mix of science & technology and
history & civilizations, with a fun, dramatic approach. Pirate treasures covered in the
book include those of the famous Blackbeard and Captain Kidd, the pirate shipwreck the
Whydah, and the mysterious Oak Island Money Pit. The book also looks at the motives
for these searches, and the importance of responsible archaeology: were the treasure
hunters driven by personal greed or glory, or did they embark on their quest with a
historical interest and a desire to preserve the lost treasures?
Pirate Treasure Hunt
The Treasure of Pirate Frank
Gravity Falls: Dipper and Mabel and the Curse of the Time Pirates' Treasure!
Pirate Treasure Hunt!
Pirate Treasure Mansion. If you like Adventure, you’re in for a treat. Throw in a Pirate
story and you’ll probably like it even more. Top it off with a mansion filled with puzzles,
how could you go wrong? Three clever, adventurous siblings are invited to go on a pirate
treasure hunt buy their Grandfather’s Last Will And Testament. They must put their lives
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on hold to fulfill their Grandfather’s last wish and try and find the treasure that he could
not. This hunt for riches takes them across the globe to a holiday resort. There they must
follow a journal to discover a two hundred year old stash of Pirate booty. However, their
quest leads them to a mysterious puzzle mansion, with many rules and a short time limit.
Will the treasure be found, or will something unexpected rock their world? In this
volume, the main characters enter a mysterious mansion filled with puzzles, riddles and
tests. Even though the youths are clever, and each member has a different talent to
contribute to the group, the mansion is still a tough test that they need to overcome. Then,
to make things worse, they have a short time limit and they can't escape till everything is
solved. This book was inspired by many adventure movies and T.V. shows. The main one
being, The Goonies movie. So if that movie puts a smile on your face, then so will this
book. A few other things that inspired this book were things like National Treasure and
any one of the Treasure Island versions. Look out for references from things like
Disney's/Lucas Film's Star Wars, Capcom’s Megaman and a certain potato chip slogan.
This book was written for the young and old alike. There is no language and little
violence so the younger ordinance will not be mentally scarred. However, there are some
complicated puzzles and riddles that the more mature people might like trying to solve
before the characters do. This book is a good-old, funny, family friendly adventure that
has a little for everyone. Action, adventure, comedy, romance and pirates. Can't forget
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the pirates. This isn't one of those stories that has an unrealistic plot, that makes up crazy
things to fill in plot holes. This plot is rational, plausible and not too complicated. But
most of all, it is still loads of fun, interesting and funny.
The pirates are furious when Bones and Stripes find an old treasure map and set off in
search of gold! There follows a wild chase into shark-infested waters, through jungles,
and into dark caves with the pirates closing in. All in pop-up with funny speech bubbles,
plus a plastic coin at the end.
Pirate Treasure Mansion. If you like Adventure, you’re in for a treat. Throw in a Pirate
story and you’ll probably like it even more. Top it off with a mansion filled with puzzles,
how could you go wrong? Three clever, adventurous siblings are invited to go on a pirate
treasure hunt buy their Grandfather’s Last Will And Testament. They must put their lives
on hold to fulfill their Grandfather’s last wish and try and find the treasure that he could
not. This hunt for riches takes them across the globe to a holiday resort. There they must
follow a journal to discover a two hundred year old stash of Pirate booty. However, their
quest leads them to a mysterious puzzle mansion, with many rules and a short time limit.
Will the treasure be found, or will something unexpected rock their world? In this
volume, the main characters inherit a mysterious journal from their Grandfather’s
estate. Over a few days, they spend their time reading through the book and discover an
amazing pirate story from long ago. This book was inspired by many adventure movies
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and T.V. shows. The main one being, The Goonies movie. So if that movie puts a smile on
your face, then so will this book. A few other things that inspired this book were things
like National Treasure and any one of the Treasure Island versions. Look out for
references from things like Disney's/Lucas Film's Star Wars, Capcom’s Megaman and a
certain potato chip slogan. This book was written for the young and old alike. There is no
language and little violence so the younger ordinance will not be mentally scarred.
However, there are some complicated puzzles and riddles that the more mature people
might like trying to solve before the characters do. This book is a good-old, funny, family
friendly adventure that has a little for everyone. Action, adventure, comedy, romance and
pirates. Can't forget the pirates. This isn't one of those stories that has an unrealistic plot,
that makes up crazy things to fill in plot holes. This plot is rational, plausible and not too
complicated. But most of all, it is still loads of fun, interesting and funny.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE
YEAR BY CHICAGO TRIBUNE • A thrilling adventure of danger and deep-sea diving,
historic mystery and suspense, by the author of Shadow Divers Finding and identifying a
pirate ship is the hardest thing to do under the sea. But two men—John Chatterton and
John Mattera—are willing to risk everything to find the Golden Fleece, the ship of the
infamous pirate Joseph Bannister. At large during the Golden Age of Piracy in the
seventeenth century, Bannister should have been immortalized in the lore of the sea—his
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exploits more notorious than Blackbeard’s, more daring than Kidd’s. But his story, and
his ship, have been lost to time. If Chatterton and Mattera succeed, they will make
history—it will be just the second time ever that a pirate ship has been discovered and
positively identified. Soon, however, they realize that cutting-edge technology and a
willingness to lose everything aren’t enough to track down Bannister’s ship. They must
travel the globe in search of historic documents and accounts of the great pirate’s
exploits, face down dangerous rivals, battle the tides of nations and governments and
experts. But it’s only when they learn to think and act like pirates—like Bannister—that
they become able to go where no pirate hunters have gone before. Fast-paced and filled
with suspense, fascinating characters, history, and adventure, Pirate Hunters is an
unputdownable story that goes deep to discover truths and souls long believed lost.
Praise for Pirate Hunters “You won’t want to put [it] down.”—Los Angeles Times “An
exceptional adventure . . . Highly recommended to readers who delight in adventure,
suspense, and the thrill of discovering history at their fingertips.”—Library Journal
(starred review) “A terrific read . . . The book gallops along at a blistering pace, shifting
us deftly between the seventeenth century and the present day.”—Diver “Nonfiction with
the trademarks of a novel: the plots and subplots, the tension and suspense . . . [Kurson
has] found gold.”—The Dallas Morning News “Rollicking . . . a fascinating [story] about
the world of pirates, piracy, and priceless treasures.”—The Boston Globe “[Kurson’s]
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narration is just as engrossing as the subject.”—The Christian Science Monitor “A wild
ride [and an] extraordinary adventure . . . Kurson’s own enthusiasm, combined with his
copious research and an eye for detail, makes for one of the most mind-blowing pirate
stories of recent memory, one that even the staunchest landlubber will have a hard time
putting down.”—Publishers Weekly (starred review) “The two contemporary pirate-ship
seekers of Mr. Kurson’s narrative are as daring, intrepid, tough and talented as Blood
and Sparrow—and Bannister. . . . As depicted by the author, they are real-life Hemingway
heroes.”—The Wall Street Journal “[Kurson] takes his knowledge of the underwater
world and applies it to the ‘Golden Age of Piracy’ . . . thrillingly detailing the highs and
lows of chasing not just gold and silver but also history.”—Booklist “A great thriller full
of tough guys and long odds . . . and: It’s all true.”—Lee Child
The Book of Buried Treasure
Pirate Treasure
Walt Disney Productions Presents Goofy and the Pirate Treasure
The Pirates' Treasure
The magic treehouse whisks Jack and Annie back to the days of deserted
islands, secret maps, hidden gold, and nasty pirates.
Melinda and her brother Ricky discover the whereabouts of some secret
treasure! However, the sinister Captain Crook is after the treasure too and
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kidnaps the children to Skeleton Island...they must find the treasure or
await their doom! Race Further with Reading is the perfect tool to build
reading confidence with illustrated stories in manageable bite-size
chapters, following on a level from the Race Ahead with Reading series
with stories of 2,000 words.
Goofy and Mickey Mouse search for the pirate treasure hidden by Goofy's
great grandfather, Goofy the Great.
Pirate mercenary Lochlan MacLean loves his life on the sea, yet yearns for
lands of his own to call home. He chooses his missions wisely, taking care
they don't go against his strict moral code. But when a deceitful father
hires him for a challenging task - kidnapping a woman - he questions
himself and his ethics. The spoils in both land and coin will fulfill his dream,
and he can't resist the job or the beautiful lass.Strong-willed Lady Isobel
Willys has always been promised her future is hers to choose until her
father betrays her by promising her to a widowed Scottish laird under the
guise of a peace treaty between their borderland families. While journeying
to visit family, her travel party is set upon by a handsome highlander who
she believes is her betrothed too impatient to wait. Soon she finds out
everything she's ever known is a lie and her family's future is
uncertain.Isobel's fierce attraction to Lochlan threatens the promised
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peace for her family. She must make a choice: go against her family's
wishes to live the life she chooses, or lose the man she might be in love
with. Lochlan's desire for Isobel could cost him lands and coin. Can he give
up the one thing he's always wanted for the one thing he never knew he
needed?
Raising the Bar: Pirates Treasure
Pirate Treasure Mansion
Treasure, Obsession, and the Search for a Legendary Pirate Ship
Pirates' Treasure!
Come sail at sea with Dreama Montgomery (a clairvoyant) and her gang as they stumble
across a buried treasure from the early 1800s. They opened Pandora’s box as they
discovered a Ouija board, gold coins, diamonds and emeralds, a pirate’s gun, old pirates’
clothing, and a skeleton baby. The treasure haunted them as one of the pirates shot Dreama’s
dreamsnake lover, Tommy. She had fun seducing each pirate, discovering which one shot him,
for his spirit lived deep within her. She tumbled through Tracy City with Murdock, inviting
several pirates in her home to form a ship of murderers, where they cook up thirty-two pirates
recipes on board the ship. The novel takes a spinning twist when an ole gypsy fortune teller at
the state fair reveals the haunting murder of the two Tennessee State Troopers and where the
diamonds and emeralds came from. The jewelry haunts them, turning them into mean pirates
fighting for their man. The pirates invite you to explore the drama of solving a murder and how
to become a pirate in this bewitching tale.
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The Book of Buried Treasure is a historical account of pirates and piracy, containing true
stories of some of the most notorious buccaneers, their heists and robberies and the pirate
gold that is lost forever. The book is written by American journalist and adventurer Ralph D.
Paine who was indicted for piracy with a capital crime, after sailing on a boat that was
smuggling munitions._x000D_ Table of Contents:_x000D_ The World-Wide Hunt for Vanished
Riches_x000D_ Captain Kidd in Fact and Fiction_x000D_ Captain Kidd, His Treasure_x000D_
Captain Kidd, His Trial, and Death_x000D_ The Wondrous Fortune of William Phips_x000D_
The Bold Sea Rogue, John Quelch_x000D_ The Armada Galleon of Tobermory Bay_x000D_
The Lost Plate Fleet of Vigo_x000D_ The Pirates' Hoard of Trinidad_x000D_ The Lure of
Cocos Island_x000D_ The Mystery of the Lutine Frigate_x000D_ The Toilers of the
Thetis_x000D_ The Quest of El Dorado_x000D_ The Wizardry of the Divining Rod_x000D_
Sundry Pirates and Their Booty_x000D_ Practical Hints for Treasure Seekers
Scooby-Doo, Shaggy, and the rest of the meddling kids return in a classic Little Golden Book!
Join Scooby-Doo and Shaggy for a day at the beach that becomes a treasure hunt filled with
spooky houses and ghostly pirates. Girls and boys ages 2 to 5 will enjoy this fun-filled
adventure featuring their friends from Mystery Incorporated. First published in 1974, this
classic Little Golden Book is sure to thrill new fans and collectors of all ages.
Can P.J. and Carlos beat two thugs looking for the same treasure? Unusual Events.
The Traveler's Trunk: Pirate's Treasure
A Time Travel/Portal Fantasy Romance
Book 1: Grandpa's Gift
Pirate Treasure of the Onyx Dragon
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A boy and his dog set out on a ship to find buried treasure. What they discover is the
treasure of ... female Pirate Frank! She's not letting anyone steal her treasure!
When a message-in-a-bottle washes up on their local beach, Jack Jones, his sister
Emma and best mate Albert discover that it just might lead to a Spanish galleon ship
that has been lost for centuries! Will Jack and his crew decode the clues left by pirates
to reveal the hidden location of the ship and the priceless treasure rumoured to be
aboard?
If you like Adventure, your in for a treat. Throw in a Pirate story and you’ll probably like
it even more. Top it off with a mansion filled with puzzles, how could you go wrong?
Three clever, adventurous siblings are invited to go on a pirate treasure hunt buy their
Grandfather’s Last Will And Testament. They must put their lives on hold to fulfill their
Grandfather’s last wish and try and find the treasure that he could not. This hunt for
riches takes them across the glob to a holiday resort. There they must follow a journal
to discover a two hundred year old stash of Pirate booty. However, their quest leads
them to a mysterious puzzle mansion, with many rules and a short time limit. Will the
treasure be found, or will something unexpected rock their world? This book was
inspired by many adventure movies and T.V. shows. The main one being, The Goonies
movie. So if that movie puts a smile on your face, then so will this book. A few other
things that inspired this book were things like National Treasure and any one of the
Treasure Island versions. Look out for references from things like Disney's/Lucas Film's
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Star Wars, Capcom’s Megaman and a certain potato chip slogan. This book was
written for the young and old alike. There is no language and little violence so the
younger ordinance will not be mentally scared. However, there are some complicated
puzzles and riddles that the more mature people might like trying to solve before the
characters do. This book is a good-old, funny, family friendly adventure that has a little
for everyone. Action, adventure, comedy, romance and pirates. Can't forget the pirates.
This isn't one of those stories that has an unrealistic plot, that makes up crazy things to
fill in plot holes. This plot is rational, plausible and not too complicated. But most of all, it
is still loads of fun, interesting and funny. In this volume, the main characters inherit a
mysterious journal from their Grandfather’s estate. Over a few days, they spend their
time reading through the book and discover an amazing pirate story from long ago.
This is a collection of his short stories, including:The Pirates Treasure: A Legend of
PanamaBilly Coombes Last FightThe DesertersCiudad Rodrigo, and How We Took
ItFlayed AliveZeky Naashon, the Jew of PortsmouthHappy JackHappy Days of
PuppyhoodSir Gando the ValiantThe Flower of the PrairiesThe Two Giants
Scooby-Doo and the Pirate Treasure (Scooby-Doo)
A "Select Your Own Choose-Venture!"
Woody Woodpecker
Book 4: Outside the Mansion

While dressing up with clothes from their great-grandmother's trunk,
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Jacob, Sierra, and Brent find themselves face-to-face with very real pirates.
The children must work together to escape the pirates, find the buried
treasure, and return home safely.
The Book of Buried TreasureDigiCat
The Gold-Bug (Edgar Allan Poe): A man is bitten by a golden bug and what
ensues is a treasure hunt adventure featuring a cryptic message. Treasure
Island (Robert Louis Stevenson): A young boy is trapped between fierce
pirates and his desire to find the missing treasure. The Pirate of Panama
(William Macleod Raine): A story of the fight for buried treasure. Black
Bartlemy's Treasure (Jeffery Farnol): A treasure hunt for the gold of
legendary pirate, Black Bartlemy. The Pagan Madonna (Harold MacGrath):
An unusual treasure-hunt tale featuring a lost but precious glass bead and
a modern pirate. Pieces of Eight (Richard Le Gallienne) The Book of Buried
Treasure: Being a True History of the Gold, Jewels, and Plate of Pirates
(Ralph D. Paine) Stolen Treasure (Howard Pyle): treasure hunt stories from
the author of Peter Pan adventures: Buccaneers and Marooners of the
Spanish Main The Ghost of Captain Brand With the Buccaneers Tom Chist
and the Treasure Box Jack Ballister's Fortunes Blueskin, the Pirate Captain
Scarfield The Ruby of Kishmoor A True History of the Devil at New Hope
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Peter is the bravest and smartest six-year-old pirate of the seven seas.
Although he's still very young, he calls himself Blackbeard, just like the
most dangerous pirate in history! Today he is sad. He can't find his favorite
treasure! The Pirate's Treasure is the sixth story from the Learn to Read
collection in UPPER CASE and printed letters, which is ordered according
to reading difficulty with number 1 being the easiest and number 9 being
the most challenging. Each page contains the same text: above in printed
letters and below in BLOCK LETTERS (upper case). Collection Titles: 1.
Bernard, the Fireman 2. Brave 3. Small, a Happy Grain of Sand 4. The
Fireless Dragon 5. Simba, the Lion 6. The Pirate's Treasure 7. The Man with
Three Hairs 8. The Yellow Car 9. Long Trunk
Pirate Hunters
The Pirate Treasure
The Mystery of the Pirate's Treasure
Book 3: The Mansion
A young boy sets out to find the pirates that stole from his merchant father, in a book
using maze puzzles to present information on pirates, sea voyages, and buried
treasure.
The Backyardigans take to the high seas as pirates searching for hidden treasure.
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But who will be lucky enough to find the treasure first and who will have to walk the
plank?
This title focuses on Pirate Treasure! It takes a deep look into history's most famous
loot and the pirates who buried it. This hi-lo title is complete with thrilling and
colorful photographs, simple text, glossary, and an index. Aligned to Common Core
Standards and correlated to state standards. Fly! is an imprint of Abdo Zoom, a
division of ABDO.
Blendin Blandin is searching for the legendary Time Pirates' Treasure, and he needs
Dipper and Mabel's help . . . and yours, too! Journey through time and explore the
dragon-infested medieval era, the Weird-and-Wild West, and the laser-and-giant-babyfilled future. YOU choose from multiple paths that lead to different wacky
adventures! You might end up finding the greatest treasure ever known, or you could
send the twins and Blendin into an abyss from which they will never escape! This allnew Select Your Own Choose-Venture time-travel treasure hunt book features
thrilling adventures, original artwork, and an exclusive double-sided poster! The
book's author, Jeffrey Rowe, wrote episodes of Gravity Falls; Alex Hirsch, the
creator of the show, provided additional story for the book; and the book's illustrator,
Emmy Cicierega, was a storyboard artist for the show.
A Legend of Panama and Other Amusing Tales for Boys and for Soldiers and Sailors
on Land and at Sea
The Haunting of the Pirates Treasure
Book 2: Finding the Pirate Treasure
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The Pirate's Treasure

Pirate Treasure Mansion. If you like Adventure, you’re in for a treat.
Throw in a Pirate story and you’ll probably like it even more. Top it
off with a mansion filled with puzzles, how could you go wrong?
Three clever, adventurous siblings are invited to go on a pirate
treasure hunt buy their Grandfather’s Last Will And Testament.
They must put their lives on hold to fulfill their Grandfather’s last
wish and try and find the treasure that he could not. This hunt for
riches takes them across the globe to a holiday resort. There they
must follow a journal to discover a two hundred year old stash of
Pirate booty. However, their quest leads them to a mysterious
puzzle mansion, with many rules and a short time limit. Will the
treasure be found, or will something unexpected rock their world?
In this volume, the main character set out on their quest to find a
two-hundred year old pirate treasure. However, they discover that
this treasure is not as easy to find as they had hoped. This book
was inspired by many adventure movies and T.V. shows. The main
one being, The Goonies movie. So if that movie puts a smile on your
face, then so will this book. A few other things that inspired this
book were things like National Treasure and any one of the
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Treasure Island versions. Look out for references from things like
Disney's/Lucas Film's Star Wars, Capcom’s Megaman and a certain
potato chip slogan. This book was written for the young and old
alike. There is no language and little violence so the younger
ordinance will not be mentally scarred. However, there are some
complicated puzzles and riddles that the more mature people might
like trying to solve before the characters do. This book is a goodold, funny, family friendly adventure that has a little for everyone.
Action, adventure, comedy, romance and pirates. Can't forget the
pirates. This isn't one of those stories that has an unrealistic plot,
that makes up crazy things to fill in plot holes. This plot is rational,
plausible and not too complicated. But most of all, it is still loads of
fun, interesting and funny.
A Pirate's Treasure
The Gold-Bug, The Book of Buried Treasure, Treasure Island, The
Pirate of Panama, Black Bartlemy's Treasure, Pieces of Eight, The
Pagan Madonna, Stolen Treasure...
Mystery Of The Pirates' Treasure
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